Many people and institutions helped bring this project to fruition. Monika Elbert, Debra Bernardi, and Sharon M. Harris were intrigued to hear of our ambition to establish a Mary E. Wilkins Freeman Society at the 2015 Society for the Study of American Women Writers Triennial Conference, and Alfred Bendixen and Olivia Carr Edenfield have always moved swiftly to support our American Literature Association panels. The first business meeting of the Society at the 2017 American Literature Association was attended by Leah Blatt Glasser, Sandra Zagarell, June Howard, Ellen Gruber Garvey, Dan Mrozowski, Susan Stone, Donna M. Campbell, and Paul Lauter, and they offered several ideas for steps we might take to keep Freeman’s name in the critical conversation and ensure that the wider critical field understood the important developments in Freeman studies. Speakers and attendees at our Freeman panels have included many of the contributors to this volume as well as Melissa Pennell, Clare Mullaney, Austin Marie Carter, and Michèle LaRue.

When we decided to produce a new essay collection on Freeman, several prospective contributors came forward whom we had to turn down, and we appreciate their interest in Freeman and hope it continues in the future. Cécile organized a wonderful Paris Symposium to discuss drafts of the chosen papers, and the three of us, Dan Mrozowski, Justin Rogers-Cooper, Jana Tighelaar, H. J. E. Champion, Audrey Fogels, Sandra Zagarell, Monika Elbert, and Donna M. Campbell attended on Zoom or in person or offered feedback on drafts. It was the first of many forays into Zoom for most of us. The Symposium strengthened
the essay collection by determining threads that tied the essays together, and we are grateful to the participants.

We thank the Sylvia Townsend Warner Estate for permission to quote from an unpublished letter. Michelle Houston and Susannah Butler at Edinburgh University Press supported this project, and the Series Editors Andrew Taylor, Sarah R. Robbins, and Christopher Hanlon have been enthusiastic. The anonymous readers of Edinburgh University Press offered generous and incisive feedback. We appreciate the last-minute help in sourcing images of Rebecca Jewett and Martin W. Orville at Ohio State University Thompson Special Collections, along with Shane Burris at Penn State, Eve Brant at Harpers, Kelly Ashton at SuperStock, and Natasha Bishop at Cornell University, as well as Dan Mroczowski and Brent L. Kendrick. Stephanie’s attendance at various conferences was supported by Nottingham Trent University. Stephanie would also like to thank Jocelyn Alford and (as ever) Fergus, Cameron, and Adrian Bolger. Cécile is grateful to her research center, LARCA UMR 8225, the center for anglophone studies at Université Paris Cité, for being receptive to the new Freeman studies and for funding the Freeman symposium in Paris as well as her own travel to various Freeman panels. Myrto would like to thank Boğaziçi University for conference travel support and the Research Fund Grant Number 15721, which provided the invaluable editorial help of Firdevs Idil Kurtulan. Warm thanks go to Stamatis, Fragkoula, and Maria Drizou for sharing in all the challenges and joys of Myrto’s academic pursuits.